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The Oregon Criminal Justice System in 2016: A Continuing Success Story
I.

Introduction

Oregon’s criminal justice system is a model for the rest of the country. The state enjoys low crime rates, low
incarceration rates, constitutional rights for crime victims, and proportional punishment for violent and chronic repeat
property offenders. The state also concentrates its resources, more than any other state in the nation, on violent
offenders, sex offenders, and offenders with increasingly serious criminal records. As a result, in 2016 Oregon is a much
safer place than it was in 1985. Even with the concentration on serious crimes, Oregon’s prison population growth is
projected to be very modest for the foreseeable future.1
Oregon's current success is even more remarkable when one considers the state of the system just 30 years ago. In the
1980s, Oregon suffered skyrocketing violent crime, high rates of property crime, no rights for crime victims, a lack of
truth in sentencing, and a lack of justice through proportionate sentences. In those bleak times, Oregon's citizens lacked
any faith in its criminal justice system to provide either justice or safety.
Much has changed since then. Oregon is now one of the nation’s safest states. It was not an accidental turnaround; but
instead reflects decades of hard work by dedicated public officials and citizens who recognized that our safety is the
cornerstone to the vitality of our communities.
There is a timeline reflecting the steady progression of criminal justice reform in Oregon, including key dates that mark
important criminal Justice policy reform. Some of these changes were achieved by the legislature and some were by
Oregon voters through the initiative process (one of Oregon’s most unique and treasured legacies). Here is a short list:

II.

Legislative Reforms

1971 Criminal Code Revisions. After two years of public hearings, the Oregon legislature completely revised and recodified the entire Oregon criminal code, including significant changes in procedural laws (post-conviction actions by
convicted defendants allowing them to attack their judgements outside the normal appellate process, expungement of
criminal convictions and discovery statutes which were designed to create a level playing field eliminating the old
tactic of “trial by ambush”). These revisions modernized Oregon’s criminal code and are still the framework for our
system today.
1973 Marijuana Decriminalization. Oregon became the first state in the nation to decriminalize possession of
marijuana for personal use in private.
1975 Civil Disenfranchisement Repeal. Civil disenfranchisement of voting and holding office was abolished for all
convicted offenders who are not actually incarcerated. This remains one of the most progressive statutes in the nation.
1976 Community Corrections Act. The legislature established a framework for local control of the supervision
of offenders on parole and probation.
1983 Indigent Defense Act. The legislature mandated a state-funded and administered criminal defense service for
indigent offenders who could not afford an attorney. Today, as a direct result of this act, Oregon has the third highest
per capita funding in the nation for indigent defense services.
See Oregon’s most current prison population forecast issued in October 2016, which, on page 8, predicts a 4% growth in prison populations over the next
10 years, while the overall Oregon population is forecast to grow at 12% rate over the same time period. This slow growth will result in a projected 7.7%
drop in Oregon’s incarceration rate. Found at: https://www.oregon.gov/das/OEA/Pages/forecastcorrections.aspx
1
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1987-90 Prison Expansion. Democratic Governor Neil Goldschmidt recognized Oregon’s broken prison system and
began the process of building more prison capacity to protect the integrity of court ordered sentences. In 1960 Oregon
reported 35,000 major felony crimes. By 1985 that had grown to over 180,000 major felony crimes, a 500% increase. In
1985 Oregon had the 4th highest major crime rate in the nation. During this 25 year period, not one new prison opened
in Oregon.
1989 Sentencing Guidelines. By the late 1980’s court ordered prison sentences were no longer being served. The
Oregon Board of Parole had virtually unfettered authority to drastically reduce court ordered prison sentences through
the award of “good time”. This system is called “indeterminate sentencing”. Governor Goldschmidt recognized the
necessity of “truth in sentencing” and lead the way to a system of “determinate sentencing” through the
implementation of Sentencing Guidelines, in which offenders were required to serve at least 80% of their sentences.
They could receive up to a 20% reduction through “earned time”. The principle of “truth in sentencing” was reestablished in Oregon. Unfortunately, Sentencing Guidelines, because of a lack of prison space, prohibited a prison
sentence for most property crimes.
1989 Treatment Courts. Multnomah County led the way in the expansion of treatment courts for drug offenders which
is now widely used around the state.
1992 Administrative Sanctions by Community Corrections. The legislature authorized local community corrections
offices to sanction offenders for violations of their supervision on probation and parole. This virtually eliminated the
participation of judges and courts in this process. This system remains in effect today and represents perhaps the
largest erosion of judicial authority in state history.
1996 Repeat Property Offenders (RPO). This new RPO law was an attempt to allow courts to sentence some serious
repeat property offenders to prison. Sentencing Guidelines (1989) prohibited most convicted felony property offenders
from receiving a prison sentence and consequently Oregon continued to suffer high property crime rates. However,
under this new statute, courts were still generally prohibited from ordering prison sentences until the offender had been
convicted of numerous prior felony property crimes.
1996 Local Control Legislation. The legislature passed laws that prohibited convicted felons sentenced to prison in
court from serving their sentences in a state prison unless the actual time served was a least a year in length. This, in
effect, shifted the responsibility for these sentences to county jails, rather than state prisons.
2003 Evidence Based Programming. Oregon lead the nation in requiring corrections programs for offenders to be
“evidence based”. It was believed that “evidenced based” programming would reduce recidivism. However, as
evidenced in Appendix A, that has still not occurred.
2013 HB 3194. Reduced some penalties for certain property and drug offenses. Also increased Short Term Transitional
Leave and created a major funding mechanism for local communities to reduce recidivism. Also, re-defined recidivism
to match the definition in most other states and at the federal level. Finally, it emancipated the prison forecasting
process from the political process, thereby creating much more accuracy in the projections of future prison growth.

III.

Key Public Safety Ballot Measures.

Sometimes, the legislature was unwilling or unable to pass certain legislation, particularly in the areas of strengthening
sentencing for violent and repeat property offenders and the rights of crime victims. In those cases, the voters had to
step in through the initiative process.
4

1987 Measure 10: The first victims’ rights in Oregon. Prior to this voter approved law, victims had no legal standing in
the criminal justice system.
1994 Ballot Measure 11. Increased sentences for approximately 20 violent crimes, including murder, rape and robbery.
Established mandatory minimum sentences for these crimes (that are still less than those in many states). Further
strengthened Oregon’s commitment to “truth in sentencing”.
1999 Measures 69-75. With the assistance of the legislature, which put these measures on the ballot, the rights of
victims were further strengthened.
2007 Ballot Measure 57. Reduced the number of felony convictions required in the 1996 RPO law for a presumptive
prison sentence. It was written by Oregon’s District Attorneys (without mandatory minimum sentences) and placed on
the ballot by the legislature to defeat Measure 61, (which contained mandatory minimum sentences). Measure 57
defeated 61 by a considerable margin. However, after the threat of Measure 61 passed, the legislature briefly
suspended 57 in 2010. But it was reinstated in 2012.
2008 Measures 51-52. Established fully enforceable constitutional rights for victims, permanently establishing their
rightful place in Oregon’s justice system.
The unprecedented success of these policies in not just anecdotal. Collectively, these policy changes represent the most
successful government policy in Oregon over the last 40 years. There are a number of ways to measure the effectiveness
of Oregon’s public safety resources. This report focuses on what are considered fundamental measurements of public
safety and criminal justice: crime rates, incarceration rates, percentages of convicted felons in prison, the use of prison
beds for violent offenders and repeat property offenders and how current policies are affecting future prison growth. The
vital role of crime victims is also examined.

IV.

Oregon’s Crime Rates

Oregon’s success is readily measurable by reviewing its violent crime rates. In 2011, the Oregon Legislative Fiscal Office
noted that since the passage of Measure 11 in 1994, violent crime has “dropped 51%, the second largest drop of all the
states.”2

1995 Measure 11
takes effect

Figure 1 Source: Oregon Criminal Justice Commission. 2015 Release of FBI Uniform Crime Reports for Oregon (September 26, 2016)

2

Oregon Legislative Fiscal Office, Correctional Spending Trends, September 2011, page 8. https://www.oregonlegislature.gov/lfo/Pages/Publications.aspx
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As compared to other states, Oregon is an even safer state today that it was more than 50 years ago. In 1963 only 20
states were safer than Oregon. Today, after justice policies have returned the state to reasonable rates of crime, only 9
states are safer than Oregon.

V.

Incarceration Rates

The connection between incarceration rates and crime rates is widely acknowledged. In 2007 the Oregon Criminal
Justice Commission wrote, “Recent research indicates that incarceration significantly effects crime rates. National
studies, as well as a state study in Washington by the Washington Institute of Public Policy, have found that a 10 percent
increase in a state’s incarceration rate leads to a two to four percent decline in the crime rate.”3
They went on, “A higher incarceration rate can work to lower crime in two ways. The first is an incapacitation
effect. People cannot commit crimes in our communities while they are behind bars. The second is a deterrent
effect. Potential offenders may choose not to commit crimes because of tougher penalties. The studies do not indicate
whether it is deterrence or incapacitation effecting crime.”4
The Criminal Justice Commission report examined the cost effectiveness of incarceration. “In 1995 incarcerating an
additional offender led to 29 avoided crimes. By 2005 each additional incarcerated offender led to a decrease of less
than 11 crimes.”5 The CJC report included a table examining a cost-benefit analysis of incarceration. The costs included
victimization costs of lost property, lost productivity, any required counseling or mental health services, social services,
medical care. It did not include the third party benefits of avoided crime or the social benefits of justice being served
with a proportional sentence.
As demonstrated in the table below, incarcerating violent offenders is highly cost effective. In 2005, for every dollar
invested, victims and the community and victims saved $4.35.

Figure 2 Criminal Justice Commission Report to the Legislature, January 2007, Table 3.
http://library.state.or.us/repository/2013/201309271137355/.

Criminal Justice Commission Report to the Legislature, January 2007, at page 9. http://library.state.or.us/repository/2013/201309271137355/. See also W.
Spelman, “What Recent Studies Do (and Don’t) Tell Us about Imprisonment and Crime,” in Crime and Justice: A Review of Research, Volume 27, ed. Michael Tonry
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press (2002)). S. Aos, The Criminal Justice System in Washington State: Incarceration Rates, Taxpayer Costs, Crime Rates, and Prison
Economics. Olympia: Washington State of Public Policy.
Criminal Justice Commission Report to the Legislature, January 2007, at page 10. http://library.state.or.us/repository/2013/201309271137355/.
ID page 11. http://library.state.or.us/repository/2013/201309271137355/.
3
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Unfortunately, this kind of helpful analysis has not been conducted since 2007, and so the numbers have not been
updated. Nevertheless, it is clear that incarceration reduces crime and is cost effective. Oregon would be wise to
remember these valuable lessons before reducing incarceration any further.
Charts of the incarceration rate in Oregon superimposed over charts of the homicide rate and of violent crime rates
demonstrate the direct correlation between increases in felony incarceration and decreases in violent crime. They also
show that Oregon is now again, as it was in the 1960s, positioned to incarcerate serious criminals who affect the quality
of life in our communities through their criminal activities. Crime rose in the 1970’s through the 1980’s, when there
were not a sufficient number of available prison beds for felony offenders. It then began to drop again in the middle
1990’s through today as sentences for violent crimes lengthened and more prison beds became available. Of all the
potential explanations of crime trends, the incarceration rate chart rises above all others in its ability to immediately and
obviously depict the clear correlation to crime rates. The crime data on the charts below has been lagged to show the
correlation and effect of insufficient (or sufficient) prison resources on crime rates in the near future.

Figure 3 Compiled from FBI UCR reports from 1960 to 2014. https://ucr.fbi.gov/

Figure 4 Compiled from FBI UCR reports from 1960 to 2014. https://ucr.fbi.gov/
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Over the past 25 years, Oregon has wisely invested in expanded prison capacity and this has enable the state to
increase sentences for violent and repeat felony property crime. As already noted, this has led to dramatically lower
violent crimes rates and later lower property crime rates. However, because Oregon had not invested in prison
expansion for decades, even after this period of growth, today Oregon’s incarceration rate remains 19.7% below the
national average.6 In addition, Oregon has the second lowest jail population rate in the nation, 42% below the national
average.7 Therefore, in combined incarceration rate per 100,000, in 2016 Oregon still has one of the lowest uses of
correctional confinement in the nation. Furthermore, as noted in this report in section XIV on page 14, the most recent
10 year prison forecast estimates Oregon's incarceration will drop an additional 7.7% by 2026. 8
There are some who argue that Oregon should aspire to return to the low number of prison beds in the 1960s. They do
not recognize that it is a goal that has already been achieved if one compares crime rates to available prison beds. The
chart below illustrates that when measured by the number of prison beds available for each major violent felony crime,
the incarceration rate in Oregon today is virtually the same as it was in the 1960s.

Figure 5 Compiled from FBI UCR reports from 1960 to 2014. https://ucr.fbi.gov/

VI.

Violent Criminals in Oregon Prisons

Oregon has also prioritized its limited prison space for violent criminals better than any other state.9 According to the
most recent data from the U.S. Bureau of Justice Statistics, Oregon leads all states in the percentage of its inmates that
are incarcerated for a violent crime.

Sentencing project: http://www.sentencingproject.org/the-facts/#map. Oregon Prison incarceration rate (per 100,000) is 378 while the U.S. total is 471.
Bureau of Justice Statistics, Census of Jails, Population changes, 1999-2013 Table 4.
(https://www.oregon.gov/das/OEA/Pages/forecastcorrections.aspx, 2016)
Statement based on Figure 6 compiled from data obtained from the U.S. Bureau of Justice Statistics National Corrections Reporting Program (NCRP) using the
data set with the D designation. 33 of 50 states were included in the study. http://www.icpsr.umich.edu/icpsrweb/NACJD/series/38/studies?sortBy=7. Please note
that you will need to obtain credentials to access the source data.
6
7
8
9

8

Figure 6 Data compiled from U.S. Bureau of Justice Statistics data taken from the NCRP-D for 2010. Data included 33 of 50 States.

VII. Drug Offenders in Oregon Prisons
It is virtually impossible to go to prison in Oregon for using drugs. Oregon offenders convicted of drug possession
(heroin, methamphetamine, etc.) have been ineligible for a prison sentence since 1989. As a result, according to the
U.S. Bureau of Justice Statistics10, Oregon ranks second to last in the percentage of inmates in prison for drug
offenses. The few incarcerated for drug offenses have been convicted of drug trafficking.

Figure 7 Data compiled from U.S. Bureau of Justice Statistics data taken from the NCRP-D for 2010. Data included 33 of 50 states.

10 Statement based on Figure 7 compiled from

data obtained from the U.S. Bureau of Justice Statistics National Corrections Reporting Program (NCRP)
using the data set with the D designation. 33 of 50 states were included in the study.
http://www.icpsr.umich.edu/icpsrweb/NACJD/series/38/studies?sortBy=7. Please note that you will need to obtain credentials to access the source data.
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VIII. Oregon’s Prisons Reserved for Repeat Offenders
Oregon’s ability to efficiently manage prison resources allows the state to focus on repeat offenders. Two-thirds of
Oregon prison inmates were convicted of a prior violent felony in addition to the violent crime they are currently
incarcerated for. The small percentage of Oregon prison inmates with only prior misdemeanor convictions or no prior
convictions are almost all imprisoned for major violent offenses, often sex offenses involving young child victims.
From 2000-2015, the percentage of Oregon prison intakes who have been charged with at least one prior felony
offense increased from 50% to 63% (an overall increase of 26%). In that same period the percentage of inmates
admitted with either one prior violent felony or at least four prior non-violent felonies increased from 63% to 75% (a
15.8% increase). In 2015, only 8% of prison admissions had no prior criminal convictions and they were undoubtedly
admitted for serious violent offenses.

Figure 8 Data compiled from a combination of Oregon Criminal Justice Commission and Department of Corrections records.

Figure 9 Data compiled from a combination of Oregon Criminal Justice Commission and Department of Corrections records.
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IX.

Percentage of Convicted Felons in Prison in Oregon

Oregon is also a leader in the low percentage of felons sentenced to prison. As evidenced by the chart below, Oregon
only incarcerates approximately 25% of its convicted felons, ranking it 39th lowest amongst the 50 states.

Figure 10 BJS, Correctional Populations in the United States, 2014. Fig. 5 https://www.bjs.gov/content/pub/pdf/cpus14.pdf

When convicted felons are combined with convicted misdemeanants (which constitute approximately two-thirds of all
convicted offenders), 90% of all Oregon's criminal offenders remain in the community after their convictions. The
burden of handling this large numbers of offenders falls directly on county and city governments. Each of Oregon’s 36
county criminal justice systems (often led by elected District Attorneys) has created a wide variety of community
11

programs for these offenders, including drug courts, domestic violence diversion courts, mental health courts,
community courts and others types of community based diversion programs. 11

X.

Crime Victim Rights in Oregon

One of the most unjust legacies of Oregon’s criminal justice system was its historic disregard for crime victims. After
decades of treatment as second class citizens, in the 1980s victims began to demand their rightful place in our criminal
justice system. The movement was led by private citizens. Two of the most notable were Bob and Dee Dee Kouns who
founded the historically important non-profit, Crime Victims United. Their daughter had been murdered in California in
1979 and, as crime victims, they experienced, first-hand, how victims were marginalized by the entire system,
including prosecutors, police, judges, and defense attorneys. They were later joined by Steve Doell whose daughter
was murdered in Oregon.
In 1984, they gathered tens of thousands of voter signatures and placed the first victims’ rights initiative on the Oregon
ballot. Measure 8 narrowly lost, but it was quickly followed by measure 10 in 1987 which passed as the first step in the
path to full, enforceable crime victims’ rights. In 1996 measure 40 passed, followed by Measures 69-75 in 1999. Finally
in 2008, Measures 51 and 52 established full, enforceable, constitutional rights for victims in Oregon. Victims now have
the legal ability to have their criminal case returned to court if their rights are not honored.
Crime victims remain a vital voice for justice in our system. They have been at the forefront of the battle for
proportionate punishment for violent criminals and for truth in sentencing.

XI.

Truth in Sentencing Restored

The term “truth in sentencing” represents a core value for victims and for prosecutors. Truth in sentencing protects
public confidence in our justice system. It prevents what are referred to as “back door releases” which occur out of the
view of the public and victims and often even the courts. Examples of such policies are good time, expanded earned
time, transitional leave and work release programs, each of which result in offenders serving sentences that are
shorter than those announced in court at the time of sentencing.
In 1989 democratic Governor Neil Goldschmidt implemented Oregon’s Sentencing Guidelines which was the first
important step towards protecting the integrity of court ordered sentences. Prior to 1989, Oregon operated under what
was called an “indeterminate sentencing” structure in which the sentence ordered by the court was never enforced. In
that system, the Board of Parole in Salem had virtually unlimited authority to grant “good time”, thereby drastically
reducing court ordered sentences outside the view of the court and victims.12 The use of “good time” ended in 1989 for
all newly sentenced offenders. Instead, under sentencing guidelines, inmates could only receive up to a 20% reduction
called (earned time) in their court ordered sentences and only under limited circumstances. Finally, truth was restored
as part of the court sentencing process. Measure 11, passed by the voters in 1994, further strengthened truth in
sentencing through mandatory minimum sentences for violent crimes.

11 See Appendix D for a nonexclusive list of these specialty court’s and programs

For instance, in court, a defendant convicted of murder would be sentenced to “life in prison,” but would be eligible for release after 7 years. A court ordered
sentence of 20 years for a Class A felony, such as burglary, would result in release after 6 months. A sentence of 5 years for a Class C felony would result in a sentence
of 40 days. And if the defendant was granted credit for time served prior to sentencing, the inmate would be released immediately. Since judges had unlimited
discretion at sentencing, violent rapists and child sexual predators were eligible to receive probation rather than a prison sentence. These practices ended with the
advent of sentencing guidelines.
12
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XII.

Proportionate Punishment as a Measure of Justice: Violent Crime

The ultimate goal in every criminal case is to reach a measure of justice for the victims, the community and even each
defendant. A key ingredient of any measure of justice is proportional punishment. As the age old adage goes, “let the
punishment fit the crime.”13
Despite Governor Goldschmidt’s best efforts14, under Sentencing Guidelines, sentences for violent crime and serious
repeat felony property crime were inadequate – they were neither proportional to the offense, nor did they reduce
crime. The guidelines grid was constructed on the concept of protecting truth in sentencing, yet, the length of
sentences were limited by the available prison space. Since Oregon had not built a new prison in decades, prison
space remained extremely limited and sentences under the guidelines were short. For instance, a sentence for the
forcible rape of an adult or the rape of a child under 12 years of age could be as little as 27 months in prison if they
received earned time.
The problem of disproportionately lenient sentences for violent crime remained unaddressed until 1994 when
advocates placed Measure 11 on the ballot.15 Measure 11 created mandatory minimum sentences for an extremely
small number of Oregon’s most violent crimes, such as rape, sodomy, sexual abuse, murder, manslaughter, robbery,
and kidnapping. Current Measure 11 crimes are listed on the attached sentencing guidelines chart. Oregon’s mandatory
minimum sentences are shorter than many states for similar crimes. As a result, policy makers have on several
occasions sought to increase them.16
The desire for justice remains one of the core values of our criminal justice system. Measure 11 provides proportionate
punishment for violent crime in a way that simply did not exist before its passage. It re-establishes justice for victims
and the community. That is why the public has repeatedly supported Measure 11 at the ballot box.

XIII.

Proportionate Punishment as Measure of Justice: Repeat Felony Property Crime

Even after sentencing guidelines in 1989 and Measure 11 in 1994, serious felony property crime remained largely
unpunished in Oregon. Most felony property convictions were ineligible for a prison sentence under guidelines. In 1996
the Oregon legislature took a small step towards addressing this problem by creating the Repeat Property Offender
(RPO) law.17 This new law provided that a career felony property offender could be eligible for a prison sentence, but
most often not until their 5th felony conviction. Even after this small step, repeat property offenders remained largely
unpunished and higher property crime rates continued in Oregon.
In 2006, Measure 61 qualified for the ballot by gathering enough voter signatures and it immediately caught the
attention of lawmakers. Measure 61 provided mandatory minimum sentences for certain felony property crimes18. The
ODAA proposed an alternative which became Measure 57. Their proposal did not contain mandatory minimum
sentences, but instead enhanced the already existing sentences in the legislature’s RPO statute. 19

As far back as 1885 the phrase was popularized by William Schwenck Gilbert in his famous musical comedy, The Mikado.
Before he left office in 1990, Governor Goldschmidt ordered the construction of a number of new prisons as another step in restoring integrity to Oregon’s
sentencing structure.
While elected District Attorneys have come to appreciate its value since 1994, not one sitting elected Oregon District Attorney actually endorsed or campaigned for
Measure 11. Crime victims led the way on this issue and many others. Measure 11 passed by a wide margin (65%) and became law in 1995.
For instance, the forcible rape of an adult or the rape of a child under 12 years of age would receive a minimum sentence of 8 years and 4 months. Governor
Kulongoski and Legislators felt these sentences were still too lenient and in 2006 promoted and passed, a new, far more severe, sentencing law (Jessica’s Law) which
established a 25 minimum sentence for these same crimes.
17 Codified in ORS 137.717.
18 The Oregon District Attorney’s Association (ODAA) was very concerned about the property crime wave, but was opposed to mandatory minimum sentences for
property criminals.
It is worth noting that it was Governor Kulongoski and the Oregon legislature (not District Attorneys) who added a few mandatory minimum sentences for some
drug trafficking crimes to Measure 57 because they believed it would help gather public support at the ballot box.
13
14

15

16

19

13

Measure 57 defeated Measure 61 and became law.20 Oregon’s elected District Attorneys wrote Measure 57 and,
through their support, helped it to become law.

XIV. Prison Population Growth
In April 2005, a decade after the passage of Ballot Measure 11, the prison forecast was estimated to be nearly 17,500 by
2016. Today it is under 14,500. As prison beds were effectively used for violent felons, crime dropped. As crime dropped,
fewer prison beds were required. Today, contrary to popular belief, Oregon’s prison population is now growing at a glacial
pace.
The prison population forecast is published every six months (April and October) by the impartial and independent Office
of Economic Analysis (OEA). They are professionals, only concerned with facts and figures; they are not policy makers or
advocates. According to its latest forecast (October, 2016), over the next 10 years, Oregon’s prison population is forecast
to grow 4%, as compared to the overall Oregon general population which is forecast to grow at 12%. 21 Therefore,
Oregon’s overall incarceration rate is forecasted to drop 7.7%. The drop is even more pronounced for the women’s
population, which the forecast predicts will grow a miserly 1.2% over the next 10 years. That means a grand total of 16
female inmates will be added to the female inmate population by 2026. 22
The bottom line is that Oregon’s prison population growth is firmly under control and can be managed responsibly for
the foreseeable future.

Figure 11 https://www.oregon.gov/das/OEA/Pages/index.aspx. Corrections population forecast at page 9.

There have been recent claims in late 2016 that the women’s prison population in particular is exhibiting explosive growth.
However, these claims ignore the information contained in Oregon’s biannual prison forecast which clearly indicates that
Oregon’s female prison population is now growing at a much slower rate than the male prison population and even more
so when compared to Oregon’s overall general population.23

20
21
22

Measure 57 received 61.4% of the vote and Measure 61 received 48.9%.
https://www.oregon.gov/das/OEA/Pages/index.aspx. Corrections population at page 8.
ID at page 9.

23 Ibid
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In 2016 Oregon Criminal Justice Commission announced that from 2007-2016 Oregon’s female prison intakes have
increased 9%.24 However, their memo also indicated that this growth amounted to a grand total of 45 additional
female intakes over a 9 year period. The reason the percentage growth is so high as compared to the actual number of
intakes is that Oregon’s female prison population is small when compared to the male population (approximately
14,480 males vs. approximately 1,300 females) and the small number looked large when compared to the small
female prison population.
While future growth in the female prison population is virtually flat, it is fair to ask why female intakes have increased
between 2007 and 2016. The simple answer is that Measure 57 has brought gender equity to the sentencing of female
repeat felony property offenders.
Measure 57 took effect in 2007 and immediately leveled the playing field for both female and male repeat felony
property offenders. Women with the same kinds of serious criminal histories and convicted of the same serious felony
property crimes started receiving sentences that equaled those of their male counterparts. And that naturally led to a
short term spike in the female prison population which has now leveled off. As just one example of a group of serious
female property offenders sent to prison recently, Clackamas County female repeat property offenders in 2015,
averaged more than 7 prior criminal convictions per offender. 25 These are serious repeat felony property offenders,
regardless of gender, and both justice and public safety demand appropriate sentences. That is exactly what Measure
57 has provided.
X V . C o n c l u si o n

Oregon has built a record of innovation and reform that is the envy of the rest of the country. Today Oregon has low
crime rates and low incarceration rates. Oregon has prioritized its modest number of prison beds for violent criminals in
a manner that is unmatched in the country. For the past 27 years Oregon has diverted drug possession offenders away
from prison and towards treatment and community supervision.
Oregon voters have honored the vital role of victims through the protection of constitutional rights. Voters have also
consistently affirmed truth in sentencing and justice through proportional punishment. And Oregon has accomplished
all of this while responsibly controlling future growth of its prison population.
The current success of Oregon’s Criminal Justice System is unmatched nationally and represents the most
successful state policy in decades. It deserves to be protected and nurtured.

24 Memo to House Majority Leader Jennifer Williamson, dated 1/26/17, page 1.
25 The Oregon Criminal Justice Commission has

reported Clackamas County sentenced 59 female property offenders to prison in 2015. Those 59 defendants had
accumulated 457 prior criminal convictions, for an average of 7.7 prior convictions per offender.
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XVI. Appendices

A.

Recidivism

Over the past 15 years Oregon’s recidivism rates have actually increased. Although there has been some slight
fluctuations, the re-arrest rate for both parolees and probations in Oregon is higher in 2013 than it was in 1998.
In 2003, the Oregon legislature made a valiant attempt to improve the effectiveness of correctional programs designed
to reduce crime and recidivism. The legislature created what was considered the “gold standard,” requiring all programs
be “evidence based.”26 As one can see from the attached graphs, this legislative mandate has had no impact on the
recidivism rates in Oregon. Re-arrest rates for parolees and probationers remain higher today than in 2003 when the law
was passed.

Figure 12 Oregon Recidivism Analysis, November 2016 https://www.oregon.gov/cjc/SAC/pages/Recidivism.aspx

Figure 13 Oregon Recidivism Analysis, November 2016 https://www.oregon.gov/cjc/SAC/pages/Recidivism.aspx

ORS 182.515 (2011) According to the statute, evidence-based programs must be based upon “scientifically based research.” ORS 182.51(3)(a)

26
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If Oregon wishes to improve its recidivism rates, its statutory definition of “scientifically based research” must be
strengthened.27 It is clear the current definition is not rigorous enough to produce effective programs.
In the 2015 legislative session, a bill was introduced that would have dramatically strengthened the statutory definition
of ‘scientifically based research”. House Bill 2906 would have brought true scientific standards to the evaluation of
Oregon’s correctional programs.28 Not surprisingly, the same organizations so deeply invested in the current programs
strongly resisted the bill and prevented it from even receiving a legislative hearing. However, if Oregon is serious about
improving correctional programs and reducing recidivism it must revisit its statutory definition of scientifically based
research in ORS 182.515(5).

ORS 182.515(5), “Scientifically based research means research that obtains reliable and valid knowledge by: (a)Employing systematic, empirical methods that draw
on observation or experiment; (b)Involving rigorous data analyses that are adequate to test the stated hypotheses and justify the general conclusions drawn;
(c)Relying on measurements or observational methods that provide reliable and valid data across evaluators and observers, across multiple measurements and
observations and across studies by the same or different investigators; and (d)Utilizing randomized controlled trials when possible and appropriate. [2003 c.669 §3;
2005 c.503 §12; 2009 c.595 §162; 2012 c.37 §37; 2013 c.623 §10; 2013 c.649 §41].”
28 https://olis.leg.state.or.us/LIZ/2015R1/Downloads/MeasureDocument/HB2906 - Utilizing randomized controlled trials when possible and appropriate.] (a) Is
conducted independently of any organization that has implemented, funded or supported a program; (b) Includes any individual who was originally enrolled in
a program regardless of whether the originally enrolled individual completed the program; and (c) Is conducted pursuant to an experimental design using
rigorous, scientific methods to randomize the pool of participants and comparisons made among participants.
27
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B.

Myth: Poverty, Economic Recessions & Unemployment Affect Crime Rates

It has been a common belief for decades that social ills such as poverty, recession, and unemployment increase crime
rates. However, independent data shows these kind of social and economic challenges do not affect crime rates.
Economic cycles have had no discernible effect on crime rates in Oregon as illustrated by the chart below. Oregon’s crime
wave began in the best economic times of the 1960’s and crime continued its historic decline in the 2000’s during the
worst recession since the 1930’s. During a 34 year period in which the nation experienced eight recessions Oregon crime
rates continued a steady ascent.

Figure 14 U.S. Census Bureau statistics 1980-2014. https://www.census.gov/hhes/. Violent Crime Statistics compiled from FBI UCR reports
from 1960 to 2014. https://ucr.fbi.gov/

Likewise, unemployment cycles have had no discernible effect on Oregon crime rates. In fact, the lowest level of
unemployment between 1876 and 2016 (4.9% in 1995) was the very year Oregon recorded one of its highest rates of
violent crime in state history.

Figure 15 US Census Bureau Unemployment statistics 1980-2014. https://www.census.gov/hhes/. Violent Crime Statistics compiled from FBI
UCR reports from 1960 to 2014. https://ucr.fbi.gov/.US Census Bureau Unemployment statistics 1980-2014. https://www.census.gov/.
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Finally, poverty has not had any discernible effect on Oregon crime rates as well. In 1985, when Oregon’s crime rate was
4th highest in the nation, its poverty rate was 19th best.
In 2014, with Oregon’s violent crime rate reduced to the low levels of the early 1960’s, the state poverty rate was higher
than in 1985 (30th in the nation)

Figure 16 US Census Bureau poverty statistics 1980-2014, Table 21.
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1 Community Prosecution Program
2 Recovery Opportunity Court
3 Diversion Program
4 Non-Statutory Intense Supervision Court
5 Low Risk Diversion Program
6 HOPE Court
7 Juvenile Accountability Court, Peer Court for Juveniles
8 DISP Program, STOP, START, MCJRP, Court Mentorship Program, Sex Buyers Accountability and Diversion, Lifeworks New Option for Women
Treatment and Supervision, Multnomah County LEAD
9 Diversion Early Case Resolution (DECR), Early Case Resolution (ECR), IRISS, FSAP, DUII Enhanced Bench, DUII Diversion, Juvenile Phase (Gang Court),
Juvenile Drug Court, Juvenile Peer Courts, Juvenile Conditional postponements and Formal Accountability Agreements (FAA)
10 Women’s Recovery, Youth Drug Court, Restitution Court
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